
Guidelines for ANPR Camera positioning & set up

The location, position and set up of the ANPR camera is crucial to the results obtained from the
ANPR System.

No matter how good the camera and associated ANPR engine software can perform the results
would be below par should the camera not be set up correctly. There is an expectation from the
ANPR engine software that the image it processes will be of good quality and provide a readable
image of the vehicle licence plate. It should also be stated at this juncture that the front vehicle
licence plate provides better quality results than the rear vehicle licence plate. This is due to a
number of factors relating to the positioning of the plate on the vehicle, recessed plates causing
deep shadows and additions to the vehicle such as tow bars and bike racks. The rear plate also
suffers from dirt more than the front plate, especially in winter.

There is a general rule of thumb for the positioning of the ANPR camera, however this can depend
upon the model of camera being deployed.

This document will deal with the Phantom and Lightning camera (these will be referenced to as
'the camera') which share the same camera module, lens and IR Light configuration and
characteristics and are the most commonly used camera. We would suggest the following
guidelines:

The camera should be mounted on a secure fixing to ensure there is no movement from wind or
vibration. The cameras have the ability to read at road widths of up to 10 metres and at a
maximum distance of up to 35 metres in ideal conditions, however ideal conditions are seldom
available and therefore care should be taken in the positioning and set up of the camera.

As mentioned above there is a general set of rules for setting up and positioning an ANPR
camera, however it must be stressed that each site has its own particular set of circumstances and
these should be taken into consideration at the time of surveying.

We will try to breakdown the various parts of the camera installation as follows:

1. Camera location relative to the road, including height and angles

2. Read distances and read width and the cause for restrictions

3. Camera settings including lens and IR Lighting via CCA

4. Plate sizes and orientation



1. Camera location relative to the road, including height and angles

When first looking at a potential site for ANPR there are certain rules to obeyed by to ensure the
ANPR system will collect the maximum number of plate tacks from the scene.

The MAXIMUM Distance for the camera is 35 metres, however this is in ideal conditions where the
camera would be located above the road looking directly along a straight road with vehicle travelling
towards the camera. Also in this situation the camera will provide a read width of 10 metres kerb to
kerb (more about this later).
Max read width -
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The above diagram shows the capability of the camera and lens which as stated it is assumed the camera is
directly above the road as mentioned earlier.

Ina typical installation the camera would normally be installed to one side of the road as it practically
impossible to site the camera above the road. There are rules as to the angle the camera in relation to the
plate, this can be further complicated when there are two lanes of traffic and the plate on the furthest side of
the road will be at a steeper angle than the plate on the nearside of the road.

The plate on the nearside is at a 20 degree angle to
the horizontal plane which the camera is on, however
the plate in the second lane is at a 40 degree angle to
the camera plane



Again it is all relative to the site, however as a rule the camera should be installed in such a position
that the plates is at an angle of no more than 30 degrees, obviously the further away from the kerb
edge the greater the angle from the camera location to the plates(s).

Camera Height.

The camera will work from a height of approximately 3 metres to 7 metres depending on the scene
and the location

6 metre high

4 metre high

15 metres 28 metres

The above diagram shows typical height for installing the camera based on the distance being read.
You can see that it the camera reading the plate at a distance of 28 metres was installed at a height of
4 metres or below then occlusion would occur

2. Read distance and read width and the cause for restrictions

When the camera is installed in the best possible location it needs to be focused in to provide the best
opportunity to read the plate. Within the ANPR software there is a pixel size displayed which will help
the installer to zoom the lens to obtain the ideal plate size. This is dealt with in the 'Suilvision Quick
ANPR Set up' manual.

The read width is stated as 10 metres kerb to kerb which allows for plate reading within that area, is
not from plate to plate.

Again the diagram shows the vehicles coming straight on, when the camera is at an angle to the plates
the width will be slightly compromised and the plate images furthers from the camera will be smaller in
size as previously stated

10 metre width



3. Camera settings including lens and IR Lighting via CCA

The camera is fitted with the CCA board which allows remote control of the Zoom, Focus and iris of
the lens as well as the intensity of the IR Lights.

These functions are described in the 'Suilvision Quick ANPR Set up' manual.

We provide the facility for the user to change these settings to obtain the optimum image of the
plate(s) in the scene.

4. Plate sizes and orientation

The angle of the plate to camera is also important and if the camera is at a vertical angle to the
road (as opposed to the horizontal angle we talked of earlier) then the ANPR software has to
work far harder to try and straighten the plate prior to reading.

As previously mentioned an ideal plate size is preferable to give the engine the best chance of
reading the characters. This brings into play the importance of focusing the camera and getting the
maximum depth of field as illustrated below.

Focus to far

10 metres width

7 metres width

both plates should
be in focus in the
whole of the scene
which enables the
tracker to pick the
plate up early and
determine direction
and get as may
reads as possible

Focus to near

Ideal Focus


